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the Aen2~d a model of sentence and style, 
One of Virgil's 
most :freqt:e:itly retold in the Y.iiddle Ages was the 
and Aeneas0 The po:;·J.lari ty of this story and the 
the Aeneid 1-r2 .. s ulaced makes Chaucer's -
fir-st part of the House of Fame 
---. 
. . his--- ·:?:eturn·· ..r..... 0 
-v!11S -s-:.ory in the Legend of Good 1;I omen 
fascination-1-.rit.h the t.:::1e~s potentials By comparing his 
.. firstt> his :t?.in cl:-Ssical sources ( the fourth book of 
e~istle of- Ovid Os Heroides) and 1-1i th,. second, 
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' poets ~ .=.occaccio, Go:i'er 9 Lydgate, Do"J.glas J 11 
to gat:..ge how o~igLvial ::~aucer Q s interp!.'etation really is e 
draws a c~~plex·o~ medieval conventions--those 
n~rrator poet who is drea":ling and is therefore the 
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as -:hat of his later efforts in t11e 
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the medieval principle of telling an old story a 
are potentially 
point at which 
In the Legend accour1 t 
from the nobility of 
The unskilled dreamer-poet of the House of Fmne is 
over-involved with his story, and this involvement warps his 
of the Legend is not enough involved 
after all, only pa.rt of his penan.ce. In both 
the d.reamer~poets 
of the major requirements o~ love poetry, personal 
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THE .. DIDO-AENEAS STORY IN CHAUCER'S HOUSE OF FAf1E Ahl~D LEGED!D OF GOOD vl0~1EN 9 BY BETH E@ MITCHELL 
considered the Aeneid a model of sentence and st:y·le, 
One of Virgilas 
Iviiddle A.ges ,~ras the 
The popularity of this story and the 
the Aeneid was placed makes Chaucer's 
first part of the House of Fame 
story in the Le~~nd of Good \if omen 
tale's potentialo By comparing his 
classical sources (the fourth book of 
of Ovid 6 s Heroides) and 1·ri th, second, 
' Lydgate 9 Douglas), 
and is therefore the 
By adopting this pose, Chaucer creates a 
as that of his later efforts in the 
In the earlier poems he uses his -persona to emphasize a 
' -
and he reinforces this effect with 
By approaching the poems from the perspective of plot, 
school 
upheld the 
Ho1-rever, in both poems he undercuts t.he 
a gentle ironye In the House of Fame the 
I ', 
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of telling an old story a 
a:re potentially 
point at which 
In the Legepd acco1..U1t 
from the nobility of 
The unskilled dream.er~poet of the House of Fame is 
story, and this involvement warps his 
Leg~n~ is not enough involved 
In both 
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· INTRODUCTION 
probably the most admired literary 1-1ork throughout 
For various reasons, it was upheld as a model of 
In addition, the Aeneid provided a \teal th 
Of all the poem's events, 
have enthralled medieval 
The grip of' 
imagination of an often misunderstood age is certa:i n 
. Andr, since a literature must delineate its period, 
story 
First, follo~ng the strict 
Second ar1dmore common is a trad:ition, followed by 
claiming that Dido and Aeneas 
as a 
cause~ 
However, I begin and end with 
· of the Dido .. Aeneas story are my main concerns o 
~
·-~
 
. ' 
' 
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Chaucer was a typical medieval man is debatable. 
the thoughts of 
two waysg either he must reflect those 
them; or, accepting them 11 he must 
During the medieval period and 
poetry was by definition sociale 
In ever:y poem he establishes a 
an 
it will be possible to determine how °'medieval" 
the a0typicalu medieval Dido-Aeneas story and 
an insight into 
to the attitudes of 
tension is not as simple as it appears at first~ 
So, in his two versions of the Dido-Aeneas 
in the Legend 
to Virgil, partly to Ovid, and 
source materiale Therefore, in 
to dete:rmine how he has handled his source 
literal level of event and second on the level of 
· Having detemined Cha.ucer 0 s position on these two 
}Ii tchell 
a position to dra1i conclusions about his concep-t. 
Legen,d of Good \'l ome11 si Chaucer I s 
medieval poet~ 
a model for the young medieval poet@ rviuch of 1-rhat there 
poetic theory vras based on the example of ·the Aeneid0 
.. 
level, in the story line itself, a consciou.sness 
In addition 9 Chaucer utilizes the conventional 
dreamer~poeto The use of Virgil 11 s material 1'-r-i thin 
The reader ca..n expec¥t to fi11d 
on both the literal a.nd 
· Such is the case in both the House of Fame a.rid the 
These considerations sho1-'1' that my treatment of 
a necessary 9 if artificial, division of 
through a study of the source material 
own interpretation 
I have take1'1 into account the cri tica1· thought on 
as the surest means for determining Chaucer's 
I ' 
~Ii tchell 6 
genesis of' the Chaucer the Poet-.;,.Chaucer the Pilgrim distinction 
-=--
1 Canterbury Tales by Ee Talbot Donaldson-
success in The House of Fame~ The Book of the 
of Fame represents, in my opinion, the most 
successful of Chaucer's early experiments into the 
The reader of Book One must at all tLmes 
Chaucer the poet and GeoffJ~ey , the 
within the poem as a poet recalling a11d 
In this section of my thesis I shall 
narrator of The House of Fame "Geoffrey" (the eagle calls 
in an effort to distinguish him from l1is createi--, Chaucer 0 
thus becomes sig11i:ficant in two vra .. yso l~irst 
the Aeneid which it represents (apart 
I shall discuss this 
_.....,.. Les;end of Good 1f1 omen, for Chaucer fl s ideas 
later poemo Second, Geoffrey 0 s particular 
of the story Gs incidents is drama.,tically significant t!) 
a devotee of Cupid, and a seeker of knowledge 9 
the most popular love story OT the Middle Ages 
artistic aspirations and capabilities of his time. 
separate the classical elements 
With regai'tl to the som:.~ces of 
book of the Aeneid and the seventh epistlep 
11,. 
I : 
I 
. ., 
! 
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of Ovid's Heroides are recognized as Chaucer 0 s main 
~="' 
Roman Poets, Shannon analyzes the main sources 
The major pa.rt of the narrative is a summary 
of making 
arranges the details chronologically$3 
from the fourth book of Virgilgs 
Lesser 
and 
is·no proof that Chaucer did not Imow Heroides III 9 V9 
Shannon is very thorough~~in fact, he devotes one third 
His study 
source for this poem, 
Chaucer used 9 the original or 
A0 Ce Friend proposed the twelfth 
enlarged version "Mritten a:fter Simon joined the 
Chaucer 0 s account, a relatively greater 
,, 
', 
11 
I 
rTi tc!1ell 
Venus than does the Aeneide Other 
editorial comments, an apology for abbreviati11g Virgil, 
Aeneid for the complete story, and the location o~P 
lands at Carthage 8 7 Friend claLus 
knovm commentary on the Aeneid in the 
Ho1·.rever 9 no 
. $Upport substantiating this theory has bee11 prod1J.ced to 
Furthermore, Claes Schaar finds more differences bet1,reen -the 
u· 
0 @ • the much fuller and more diffusive 
of the narrative rhythm characteristic of 
of. quicl{ and slovr 9 abstract and 
Chaucer keeps closer to Virgil tha.~ 
rhetorical skill in the later 
influence, in other respects, seems probable 
Wolfgang Clemen discusses Chaucer's 
Heroides 
going on to 
and introduce an ironical contrast to 1-rhat had 
Tl1.e Dido--Aeneas story is narrat.ed in t1fo sec~tionse 
Chaucer uses 
six points in time are presented as 
saugh0" Verbs of motion carry 
account of Dido gives less scope to outi·rard 
action may be developedell 
{ 
I 
't I; 
I 
: 
' ' 
was no longer the heroic queen of Virgil~ in 
more properly~ Goef'frey the narrator' s--..-account sl1.e 
ua girl of middle-class background who has been ° let do1,m O b)r a 
' 
fact that v all men are the same O 11 n 12 
duplic·i ty !'J the narrator Os judgments, and ·the 
that the story fulfills the minimal outline of a 
However, Clemen points out tl1at t1.ro very basic 
Chaucer does no·t. give us a clear 1noral 
fact-~in fact~ the House of Fame account 
statementso Second, in the 
exemplum the author begins with a clear statement o:f 1-rhat 
relating his theme to the poem as a., ,,rholeo 
by the na.rra·tor of the Dido=-Aeneaso Clemen suggests 
makes the Dido-Aeneas story as exemulum in 
attempts to justify this fault when he discusses the 
:f 1 .. d d" 1 t" 14 o app ie me ieva gramma icae Grasn .. inatica 11 
to interpret and imitate 
This discipline regulates translatio11, teaches how 
story Chaucer ironically exaggerates 
· "If this conformity to a level.of comic 
i1 i tchell 10 
is that he admires 
Aeneid grammatically 0 but finds that the result 
At the end of the episode he realizes that he 
18 poetic narratives 
of exegetical criticisme 
House 
analogical importQ 
vri th the Inferno 9 both 
Geoffrey 
and Danteus 
text a number of clues which guide the 
For example, the ntable of bras°' plays on the 
example, 
Venus is portrayed sensually--
she inclined Dido to submit to Aeneas® Also, 
her son, 
· Goynge ·in· a quent array, 
. ·~s she had ben an hunteresse 9 0 ·· < 'lflith wynd blowynge upon hir tresse; ( 228-230) 2 · 
he was obeying divine fiat since, according 
~Ii tchell 11 
Mercury represents the remorseful conscience~ 21 
a process of spiritual recovery 1.qhich is completed 
to Hell0 · While he returns to Italy to fulfill his 
of Book 
By 
think·overemphasizing) Chaucer 6 s excuse for Aeneas in 
on 
that the episode is intended to codify 
former is strongly favored-~but over the 
Geoffrey is too confused by his irrational pursuit of 
service to profane love to be able to 
His inordinate sympathy for Dido 
e e 1 j ~ 24 vision ove s servants acquire~ 
-
valuable with regard to the allegorical content of 
a most im.portant contribution when he compares 
reasons lll1derlying 
For, example, Vi:rgil's lovers are portrayed 
Chaucer interprets the word medievallyi 
Thus, in Chaucer's version, 
having acted in good 
The ugreen woundsu and tortured emotion 
are.supplanted in part by a righteous indignation.26 
-
-
- -------- ~- ------ - ---~~-----=---- -
-- -
;r 
I 
' I 
I 
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a major part of his discussion to comparing Vi~gilws 
version® Yet~ he begins by recognizing the possible 
source study by the medieval redactions of tl1e story 9 
anonymous t1-lelfth century Roma:.vi 
does admit that no proof has been fotmd that Chaucer read the 
Chaucer would, Bennett claims,, have been attracted to the 
the romanticized, vernaculaT version treated Dido as 
had appeared in the classical versionc 27 He 
the end of the 
the Heroides' accounts transmitted through the A:rs 
Bennett's chapter issi in my opinion,· the 
the Dido-Aeneas story that has been 
He avoids oversimplifying the question of Chaucer's sources, 
pays Chaucer Os poem the tribute o:f a close scrutin:v 
critics end by compaxing Chaucer's Dido-Aeneas story 
the Heroideso This approach is not completely 1,iorthless, 
what a medievalizing of Virgili,s epic producede :t-1o 
been produced for Chaucer 0 s use of any of the medieval 
By comparing Chaucer's story with what he finds to be 
before the Middle Ages until the fourteenth 
se_veral techniques v~hich characterize a typical medieval 
First, the medieval poet rearranges the eirents 
Virgil's beginning in medias res disturbed 
' 
I , 
( 
'i I'! I . 
. . ! 
,,, 
,, 
i 
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- ·. "i 
He suppresses most of books two and six, the 
He adds details from. 
other historical material not to be found in the 
. Finally O he uses roughly contemporary 9 idealized settings and 
Chaucer follows the first technique 1ari tl1 his catalogue of 
His most significant deviations from the 
a11d 
settings!!} (In t.he Legend of Good \iJomen 
Since 
accept the fact that Chaucer i-ras familiar i-1i th Virgil's 
we may assume that, if he did use a medieval redaction 11 
consciotisly ad.apted 
In other words, because the Aeneid and the Heroides 
changes 0 whether original or copied, 
than casualo 
in any rhetorical or poetic exercise is, of 
A comparative reading of the Aeneid and Chaucer 9 s Dido-
artistic 
this claim I am not presuming to compare the 
two works® But we can assume from the literal 
poem was 
attention; and more than once Chaucer has 
Also, I think Chaucer 
in a manner which reflects on Geoffrey the 
Mitchell 14 
his material, the narrator omits several details 
As an exrunple of how the original 
(Virgil hints at this in the conversation between Juno and 
out Anna0 s long speech encouraging 
that she could have child.reno Just 
.She into her chambre wente anoon, 
·· .. ··•·.:An.d. called on hir suster Anne 0 
· .· ,And seyde ® that she cause was 
· . Th.at she first loved him, allasl And thus counseylled hir theretoom (366~371) 
told earlier that it was Venus.who "made Eneas so 
until 
is confusingo Also, Geoffrey omits Anna 0 s earlier 
a.ffairo Geoffrey's temple of glass is dedicated to the 
·The closest analogy in the Aeneid is Juno's temple which 
It is in this temple that Dido and 
fall adorn the iiallss Geoffrey, 
of loveQ Virgil had paired Venus with Aeneas, 
e>mits Virgil's favorable characterization of Aeneas 
He abstracts the dram.atic 
of the Aeneid to 
Iv1i tchell 
Ther sawgh I grave how Eneas Tolde Dido every cas 
· That hym was tyd upon the see0 (253-255) 
of his adventures had been instr'Ul'Jlental in arousing Dido's 
She tells Anna, 18quem sese ore ferensv quam forti pectore 
("How noble his mien! ho1i 
did he 
narrative, 
In Geoffrey's account Aeneas tells Dido his adventures after 
This simplification of the courtship certajnly makes 
the poet 0 s heade 
The narrato2"' 
exemEla of deceived women~ 
When he finally does 
he obviously is not sure he believes the excuse, 
···But to excusen Eneas 
·· · · Fullyche · of al his grete 
·The book seyth Mercurie, Bad hym. goo into !ta.lyes 
trespas@ 
sauns f ayle , (427GD4JO) 
34 
0
'the book seythu shows the poet 0 s enthusiasm carrying 
poet also may be expressing his doubt by 
an authority other than the mu:ral he is supposedly 
----------~--~·~ 
\
:'.: I .. '-· ~· 
ii'! I\(. II .1 r. !. I • 
i"'· 
I 
.1,1 
~11 tchell 16 
.ironic since every other reference to the '°book'* is 
Note, for example, his 
several oabooksu at a point he does 
as he is writing 
his dream vision by connectives or his 
two other illlportant passages from Virgil's account 
·· First, he neglects to mention Aeneas 9 terror at r~1ercury' s 
-
. . 
·. · Mercury ,reprimands him sharply for not remembering his son's 
Second 9 Virgil tells us directly that Aeneas 
in secret because he was afraid of Dido's a.11.ger 0 
see hers 
sese interea9 quando optima Dido nesciat et tantos 
· .··. rumpi·non speret arnores, temptaturum aditus et, quae 
· -.hiollissima. £andi tempora, quis rebus dexter modus 
· ••....•... · ... (He meanwhile, since gracious Dido knows naught, nor 
·.· · loo.ks for the breaking of so strong a love 9 t1ill essay an approach and seek the happiest season for 
..·speecht, ·the plan auspicious for his pu:rpose~IV, 291-294) 
the form without the causea He never mentions 
so the desertion seems doubly heartless@ Virgil's 
·pain at Dido 0s pleading is not treated in Geoffrey's 
I noted above seem to indicate that Chaucer 9 s narrator is 
! i 
' 
Mitchell 17 
I think Geoffrey 0 s handling of Dido 8 s 
is his- greatest mistake~ If 9 as some critics (I<oonce being 
supposed to sympathize with 
is most surprizinge I already 
describes Dido reproaching Anne for 
Dido 0 s smallness in refusing to accept 
heroics of her death® 
mefraude petebas? hoc rogus iste 
purposep sister? 
1flas this for me the meaning of thy pyres, 
675-676)0 This represents self-
Anna.0s pa.:rtfl for she does in fact contribute to her sister 0 s 
911His.dictis incensum animum inflammavit amore spemque dedit . ' 
in her 1,1avering mind, and loosed 
Yet at no place does Virgil's Dido 
her sister with i to Perhaps Geoffrey 
as implying that Dido felt 
the ineptitude of 
curses Aeneas to have difficulty in r.Jar, 
to suffer from the terms of an unjus~t. treaty 11 to 
to die early without a burial; but, Geoffreyws 
(This particular change is made 
Finally 9 Dido makes a noble speech just bef~ore 
Aeneas' sword, while Geoffrey 0 s Dido dies after 
But, what! when this was seyd and doo, She rof ~irselve to the herte, 
· · ·. And .. deyde thorgh the wounde smerte o 
. . And al • the maner how she deyde 9 Andalle the wordes that she seyde, 
· . \ihoso t.o knowe hit hath purpos, Rede Virgile in Eneydos 
· .·· Or -the Epistle of Ovyde ~ What that she wrot or that she dyde; Artd·nere hyt to long to endyte 11 Be God., I wolde hyt. here va-riteo (372-382) 
not.an ironic use of occupatio--Dido 0 s tragedy 
and 
to laugh at Geoffrey 9 s 
talent, much as he late-r intended them to lauigh 
in several interesting ways, one of which 
He saves the allegorical 
for his Lady Fame in the third bool{ (III, 
sense of Rumor 0 s effects in the Dido-Aeneas 
and semiproverbial section of Dido's la~ent$ 
a 
, .. ., 
\:i 
;., I 
11 
:.l 
\1 
'\ 
I 
ri1i tchell 19 
of Virgi 1 1 s Fama reappear G The first t\-ro P her tongues 
may be iconographical conventions rather than a direct use 
The child of Earth, begotten in anger against the gods, 
nmonstrum horrendum, ingensr, cui, quot sunt 
who 
Dido laments the singing of her acts "'Over al 
(348) in Geoffrey 0 s accounto Virgil's Fama 
malum qua non aliud velocius ullum, mobilitate 
the most swift0 
as she goes" IV, 174--1?5)0 
isi 0 (349-350) 
technique of transmission, according to 
in ora°' ("These tales the 
upon the lips of men" IV, 195)0 In 
the queen says, 
· · ''That I ne sha.l be seyd t allas, 
·: . ·.· ....• 'Yshamed be thourgh Eneas, 
·....... . •·: J\nd that I · shal thus juged be , -C!!D 
. . .. :t,100 , ryght . as she hath don 9 now she 
·· · .... · Wol doo eft~~sones, hardely; 0 
·•Thus seyth the peple privelye°' (355-360) 
-~=-=-
is less "°peopleu than umen,n vi.rum; in Chaucer 0 s 
:I 
'l I 
i 
r\ 
I 
1 I: 
~1i tchell 20 
into the less generic "peple., 0 The "peple" 
virum 9 they are less concerned 1-1i th the 
queen than i-ri th the implicatio11 that she is an easy 
This-· transposition of the meaning is interesting, ,,rhether 
to Chaucer's consciousness the notion of Dido 0 s 
·. " . 
-Aeneide 
Fama 11 s operation immediately follows Dido 0 s "be·trothal" 
caver> she is shamefully implicatedo In The Hou.se of 
Aeneas 0 deserting 
affairwasn°t shameful until Aeneas betrayed his lack of good 
contrasts between the Aeneid and the Dido-Aeneas stor;r 
<., 
of the suicide 9 reveal 
where he should be 
Some of the diff'erences may 9 however, be attributed to tl1e 
Ovid's epistle of-Dido to Aeneas, Heroides VII, 
suggests that Chaucer 0 s Dido is a logical 
Ovid takesi, the end product of a process of 
Virgil 8 s noble queen to a suffering, jealous 
Ovid 0s very human character to a medieval, topical 
taken, for Ovid's Dido is particularly 
situationf) umerita et famam corpusque 
("after wretched losing of desert 9 
: i' 
., 
: 
1 .... , 
Ii 
• I 
I 
• I 
t4i·tchell 21 
undoubtedly derived the notion of Aeneas 0 faithlessness and 
Creusa0 s death: 
She had based her faith in him on his 
YetD uomnia mentiris, 
am not the first your tongue has deceived, 
81.-82) o vli th this thought 
possibility that Aeneas is somehow 
.·· .. s~quaeras 9 ubi sit formosi mater Iuli--occidit adura. sola relicta viro! haec mihi na..i:raxas=-sat me monuere! (Do you ask where the mother of pretty Iulus is?--she perished, left behind by her unfeeling lord! This was the story you told me--.,,.,,Yes 9 and it was warning enough for me! VIIP 83-85) 
accounts for Geoffrey 0 s strange interjection when 
At a turnynge of a wente, 
· How Creusa was ylost, allas! That ded, not I how, she was; (182-84) 
describing the scene as he saw it, he would 
to excuse his own ignorance, especially in this very sketchy 
come to mindo First 9 conventional as the 
iconography~ a direct suggestion 
epistle ~rhere she 
of love in Cytherea.n. waters@ 
dominant image of the temple in 
I I 
i 
I 
Mitchell 22 
story takes place,, Chaucer qualifies the tihole 
is prepa:red for a story of passion and, 
Chaucer's medieval interpretation of 
both Virgil and Ovide Virgil explicitly 
· of Dido and Aeneas with the bridal state® In her 
the possibility of working a 
trapped in the cave, Virgil himself refers to their lmio11 
coniugium vocat; hoc praetexit nomine 
and with that name veils her sin" IV, 
Si·pudet u.xoris, non nupta, sed hospita dicar dumtua sit, Dido quid libet esse ferets (If you shame to have me your wife, let me not be 
·. ca.ll~d your bride, but hostess; so · she be yours P Dido will· endure to be what you will,9 VII, 167-168) ~ 
(VII 9 69)0 She clearly feels 
By adding 
a criminality which even Mercuryis command 
Geoffrey informs us that Dido submitted to Aeneas, 
swor e. '(!) e 
do, 
so 
(260-263) 
laments in her second speech, 
-------_..---~~-~ 
:i 
I 
I 
\ 
' 
'. 
I \ 
1-11 tchell 23 
. 
. 
·.· "0 Eneas, 1t1hat wol ye doo? 
· 0 that your love , ne your bond 
.. That ye have sworn 1qi th your ryght hond, Ne my crewel deth, 0 q uod she , 
·. ''May holde yow stille here with me!'° (320-324) 
to hinting at Aeneas O pledge, Geoffrey also borrorrs Ovid' s 
Again, this is only a hintc=-Geo:ffrey remarks that Dido 
the sources are used in several ways in the Dido-Aeneas 
pictures on the mural vie11ed by the dreamer, an epitome of 
emphasizing, however, the role of Venuse He 
Aeneas 9 culpabili t)r in 
1
\ 
The artistic quality o~ the 
This effect is probably intended to obliquely comment 
to love, and a study of the poem 0 s rhetoric supports 
inventio, or choice of subjectll and disposJ-:tio 11 or 
The 
the 
story so intensely 
His naJ:rative techniaue reflects back on his -
He appears as a poet aJmost out of control because 
Mi tcl1ell 24 
ability to maintain a proper aesthetic distance 
In other words 9 Geoffrey's unconsciously clumsy use 
sentimentality 0 Chau_cer here exploits 
a clear separation 
that rhetorical skill alone 1fill 
·Geoffrey's familiarity with tropes and figures cannot save 
same time, this exposure defines Geoffrey 0 s 
persona) for the remainder of the poem-~he is not 
While;:previous to the Dido=Aeneas story we have little of 
upon Geoffrey's 
Thus, the style of the Dido-Aeneas story 
the machinery for the poemis irony 0 
of Geoffrey's falling asleep begins this process, 
similtudo.(simile) which is either satiric or misplaced& 
·· •. And < fil on slepe wonder sane , 
·Ashe·that wery was forgo 
· On.pilgrym.age myles two 
· ·.· ......... To the corseynt Leonard, 
To make.·. lythe of that was haxde. ( 114-118) 
lines do not provide us with a clue as to what penance or 
Robinson notes that St@ 
of captives, l>1ould appropriately t'be expected to 
· were in · the prison of married life & 40 However, , 
learned nothing .of Geoffrey 0 s marriage, nor of 
and learning, so Geoffrey's similtudo leaves us 
similtudo is a long superl1ttio (hyperbole), 
stresses the temple's ornamentation& 
·In which ther were moo ymages Of gold 9 stondynge in sondry stages, 
. . And moo ryche tabernacles , 
. And ·with perre moo pynacles, And moo curiouse portreytures, And queynte maner of figures 
·. Of olde werk, than I saugh ever~ (121-127) 
superlatio (hyperbole) is properly used ,rhen there 
'"t 41 1 e This superlatio is 
Perhaps this usage reflects 
The figure could 
One in which the 
tropes and '°figures 9 ° are more dense than "I saugh 
several lines from the Aeneid 1-rhich indicate the 
of the poem (medieval gramma:rs favored the 
temple for his real 
-~==--
appears at first to be molded in a very 
several mechanical devices to enforce a unity 
once every seven li.nes--
or fonnulaic line 
By setting anart 
narrative or enqlosi11g small episodes understood ·to be 
the tags serve the purpose of the transitio or 
'' I 
I 
I 
I ·i 
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Clemen oversimplifies when he finds six sections of 
The events pictured are the 
of 
Aeolus u to blo1ien outeu 
intervention (202-=218), 
Aeneas 8 jou:rney through hell (439-450), 
gives a strongly visual emphasis 
It 
the dream vision in which the dreamer learns 
After Geoffrey leaves the temple there axe eight references 
However, in her rhetorical analysis 
to the excessive use 
cliche for narrative 
equally applicable to Geoffrey's epitome 
pretensions to a smoother or more original 
to his restrictive form.ula 
and Aeneas is an extended digressio set in the 
------------=---~~---~ 
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The exact point at which it 
clearly marked, but about halfi-.ray through the narrator rema.r1{s, 
In such wordes gan to pleyne D~do of hir grete peyne, 
-As me mette redely; Non other auctour alegge Io (311~314) 
that the digression is entirely of Geo:tfrey's invention. It 
it certainl)r 
Aeneid--even the infl11ence 
Heroides-cannot account for all of it 9 although it does give it 
Geoffrey probably imagined the entire passage because it is 
other paintings; and, while 
reiterate tha.,t he "saugh" these details, he does mention that 
Aeneid which Geoffrey orders in a rigid fashion 
0 saugh ru f ormuia is dropped li'i thin the digressio11, al though 
transitio reflect Geoffrey 0 s desire to main taj n some Ir:3.nd 
After his list of proverbs against "t-1omen trusting 
to return to the Virgilian 
so fa.ri 
·- But let us speke of Eneas, 
.Ho11 ·he betrayed hir, allas! A.nd.lefte hir ful unkyndelye (293-29.5) 
a·reasona.ble transitioo, In fact the result is ironic@ 
to Aeneas a Instead of the desertion, 1¥:e 
. i 
,.· J 
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departureo Geoffrey is unable to 
from Dido 0 s plight to Aeneas 9 the real hero of 
occurs after Dido's complaint to Annei 
___ ................ 
(372-=374) 
respect to the storJ rather 
The transitio emphasizes the 
especially since the 
represents the whole of Geoffrey 0 s treatment of Dido 0 s 
narrator fails to include an adequate transitio at 
for it, a£ter the digression is finished (432)0 
abruptly 
Geoffrey's 
it is worthlessa Agajn 9 this awkwardness 
involvement with his story o Geoffrey of 
to have used, warns 
"If it is desirable to amplify the 
bounds of the subject and withdraw 
.let the pen digress, but not so widely that it 1.-1ill be 
This technique demands a talent ma:rked 
The 
sto:r:y fails to satisfy this requirement, and 
... -..·--·---------· -.. --.... - --....,·· -----------~~·.---·-= ·--~ - .-.--
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appears.awkward and inappropriateo The digression 
has become dominanto The na:crative continuity 
the remainder of the story is dull for 
wello 
the first section of the epitome of 
his 
remarks or 
Semi-historical allusions 
provide e For example 9 
Ther saugh I thee, cruel Juno, That art daun Jupi tres wif, 
· That hast yhated, al thy lyf P Al the Troianysshe blood@ (198-201) 
could tell an observer that Juno harl hated the Trojans 
indicate 9 at the same time that it shoiis 
is Jupiter 9 s wifeo Geoffreyfils direct 
to the scene, a 
a:nd the use of exclamatio (exclamation) slant 
Again, the mural probably does not provide this 
this was grave, allas! (157) 
..........,.... _
_
 .....,.. _ -~ _ ~- li[f, (175 .... 176) 
(183) 
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not I how, she was; (184) 
----
Ther saugh I such tempeste aryses; 
· That every herte myght agryse 
·· To see hyt peynted on the walo (209-211) 
simple exclamations of sympathy and 
interpretative and most interesting 
this information to make Aeneas 0 later behavior 
· ··Along the same lines 9 there could conceivably be sarcasm 
destinee, sauns faille 89 ( 188) o Holtrever si this idea seems 
an organic composition on Geoffrey's parte 
a linear compositiont Geoffrey 0 s attention 
fortiard-looking@ 
not ! how, she was" ( 184), is not 
topos or occupatio (refusal to narrate)o 
attribute his ignorance to any personal inability to 
may be designed to cast doubts on Aeneasg solicitude 
complicity in the mystery of her 
in Ovid's Heroides 
that P<l,eneas 
The narrator would have no reason to 
if he were merely describing l'rhat he sa't*I on a 
as responding 
o:f his personal 
sympathy lies with Creusa, the female, rather 
') . 
I 
! ' , ' ,· 
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all, experiencing the lossc This 
the woman against Aeneas accord.s with his 
which we a.re told that the picture of the 
herte myght-agryse" {210)g suggests the compelling emotional 
itself 9 and this notion could provide a rationale 
interpretative authorial intrusions into the 
....,,....,_-=:a> epi tome 0 For example, Geoffrey as two direct 
on the mural reflect his emotional reactions@ The 
,, 
already partially quoted in another context& 
fher saugh I thee 0 cruel Juno, 
_ That art da.un Jupiteres wif, That hast yhated 9 al thy lyf, Al the Troianysshe blood~ 
· Renne and crye , as thou were wood , On Eolus 0 the god of wyndes~ To blowen oute, of alle kyndes, 
· - So lo"tide that he should drenche Lord and lady 9 grom and 1-renche s, Of al the Troian nacion, Withoute any savaciono (198--208) 
,suggestedf* Geoffrey supplies background material vfhich 
Geoffrey is apparently strongly 
Perhaps his emotion stirs his imagination to 
Certainly this is the 
he again addresses a character directly, this tL~e 
·· . The:r saugh I graven eke ,-ri thal ~ 
Venus O how ~ &. my ladl dere ~ 
.· Wepynge with ful "trroful chere 9 Prayen Jupiter on hye 
To save and kepe tliat navye , 
·. Of the Troian Eneas, 
Syth that hehir sone waso (212-218) 
Mitchell 32 
the narrator begins by ad.d.:r:essing Venus directly and ends 
This pronoun confusion 
story has been 
discussing the 
comments on the 
pertinent heree 
the poet 0 s use of "saugh, 0 
According to Allen, "1·1hen one considers 
the picturesf' involved as they are with sound and movement, 
than to see the story emerging 
Allen shows that the poet controls 
the two senses of npeynten 9 ° and this seems to 
through which a literary I 
The combined pictorial and 
dramatically effective than strict accuracy to 
Je L~ Simmons also remarked briefly 
and that 
both visual and auditory images: "the 
-----------~_..;;;,_..:..::·-
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tangible for him that it is now literally re-created 
of the Dido..,.,.Aeneas stor1 9 whether from 
a painting, does seem ambiguous at firsto The translation 
lines of the Aeneid is specifically designated as 0 lrri tenn 
the wall~ The poet retains Virgil is sense of cano 
has not bothered with a very precise or exactly 
-- l:i.tera1 translation 9 and the 0 yif I can° is ironic in the face of 1·1hat 
Perhaps the narrator recognizes his oiin lack of skillo Im.i11ediately 
returns to the visual 
the storyo 
bear 
an emotional response was the effect Chaucer 
~ 
The narrator repeatedly refers to dialogue or auditory 
conveyo When, at the instigation 
fled from the burning Troy, he; 
• e __ fl! took his fad.er 9 Anchises, 
And bar hym on hys bak away, 
Gryinge, "Allas! a:nd welawaytn (168=-170) 
related as Geoffrey saw it on the mural, 
the narrator 9 s interpretation of 
Askanius fled 0 wi th drery chere, That h::,rt 
Creusa later appears to warn Aeneas of his 
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. That hyt was pitee for to here, When hir spirit gan appere, 
· The wordes ·that she to hym seyde, And for to kepe hir sone hym preydea (189-192) 
auditory orientations combine to make the rhetorical . . 
restrictiveo At the same time, 
visual dream experience by his 
an imaginative and emotional synthesise !v1ost 
attention to the writing itselfe The repetition, 
to here" (180, 189) j 
of an emotionally compelling art object to stimulate the 
I thinkf> an analogue in Dante 0 s Purgat ..orioo The extent 
in general used the Divine Comed~ has been much debated 
Their claims may be as simple as Clemen' s a e•nan. te might 
to the possibility of accurate, 
of 
realism 11 i1hich enhanced rather 
On the other hand, Ruggiers 
have given Chaucer the notion for the EagleQs 
Koonce bases his entire book on a 
two authors-~dealing specifically with the 
· However closely Chaucer may or may not have lforked r1i th the 
evidence in the text of the Dido~Aeneas 
the Inferno (450)0 On this in£ormation 
for the tone o:f the poem, I choose to ignore Lo,?es' 
I . 
' •, 
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.an earlier.date of composition for Book One (before he had 
· I find a:, concrete parallel in Pur~atorio, as cited below $1 
(page 34) o A mixture of tenses and 
the absolute physica .. l realis.rn which ,,rould 
brass tablet said as irri tten or as 
encounters a series of 
of these illustrations is given 
the annunciation: 
· The angel '·[Gabrieil that brought the decree of peace wept for dti.J:aing so many years 
and.that opened Heaven from its long interdict 
· appeared engraved there in front of us in.so gracious an attitude 
· that the image did not seem silento 
. You would have s1rrorn that he vras saying "Ave~ u 52 
before the arko 
· · · . In front people appeared divided into seven choirs who made one sense (hearing) sa.y "no i," the other (sight), nyes, they singe n 
.· . Likewise at the smoke o:f the incense shoi--m. there, the eyes and nose 
· ·. disputed between "yes and 111nou 0 (XI, 58-63) 
process reaches completion® The widow, kneeling 
An actual dialogue 
I 
11 
'\ 
I 
I i . 
I. 
! 
I; 
The compelling nature of this phenomenon is 
·combined art and thought, "0 a o the images of such 
from 
Bu-t, clearly the emotional involvement which a combination of 
is potentially 
the sensesa uvisible speech 11 is a mete,.,phor for 
of realism 9 perhaps even for the kind of rea.lism 
As Dante and Virgil later pass on to the next 
encounter thirteen scenes carved into the stone at tl1ei r 
realism o:f this art compels belief beJrond the mere 
of the work\ll 
t~hat master of brush or chisel 
·. · .···. could have portrayed the lights and shadows 
_amazing even to a. subtle mind? 
·. Dead were the dead, a~nd the living seemed living o 
······The· real does not appear more vividly than what I trod upon as I walked bent overo (XII, 64._69) 
immediately folloii Dante Os description o:f the scene 
The coincidence is interesting if only as testa~ent 
story had 011 the medieval reader~ 
of course 9 that a source may influence a poet in 
To a certain extent I concur 1·ri th t}1e 
of content0 Virgil 0 s and Ovid's 
on the way Chaucer can arrcL11ge his 
- -. --- ·-
--- --- -· ----
-
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----· 
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the extent to which he can change the method of 
abstracted from content; general 
.. .. using imagery can 
variable effectse 
his adaptation of plot 
an example of his adapting 
far more important than the cause& 
us his interpretations 9 and what we are told is not 
paintings actually showed(!) His lengthy 9 emotional 
the narrativee The 
cannot fill the needs of a 
Geoffrey's poetics~-his rhetorical skill~-
for his lack of true inspiration due to his inexperience 
of the Aeneid epitome is characterized by a factual 
Although the narrative intrusions be~tray the emotional 
Action verbs carry the burden of meaning 
ndescende," uflee, 0 nescaped,u 
system as 
on the broad pa:ca~eters 
an. occasional 
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maintain the illusion of' realitys54 Thus, the narrator 
01 wi th i-rynd bloilJrnge upon 
learn the details of the rising tempest 
The effect of this summary 
which retaxd 
diffuseo There is no 
chronological significance 
The 
Dido 0 s speech adds the 
By accepting Aeneas' love and then suffering 
0 wikke Fameeu In 
trusted in an earthly goodo 
Fortune® The logical extension 
invulnerable to Fortune and subject 
of clues within this digressio which characterize 
For example, the nar:ratorns confused 
0 affected modesty" topos, 
all within nineteen lines1 
' I 
I 
I 
!I 
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I [li 
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And~ shortl~ of this thyng to pace, She made Eneas so in grace Of Dido O quene of that con tree, That 9 t3hortly for to tellen 9 she Becam hys love, and let him doo Al that weddynge longeth tooo What shulde ! speke more g ueyg:te P Or peype me~ word.es Eeynte To sp~ke of love? Hyt wol not be; I kan not·of that facultee """" -- -- - ....,......._ 
. And .. eke to telle the manere How they a.queynteden in fere, Hyt were~ long proces to telle 9 And over~long for you to dvrelle e e • 
. And after grave was, how shee Made of hym shortly at oo word Hy· r ,.:lyf Cl hir love ft hir 1 ust 9 l)ir lo. rd. o 
• ~ ¥ 
~239-252, 256-258) 
this -elaborately rhetorical passage refuses three times to 
love affaira After the verbal economy 
strikingly diffuse t j.ronically so since 
in medieval 
it was used as a pretext for ending a poem1 as 
padding© Frequently an author invoked it to sho1>J 
ad.ept at the use of rhetoric® Often the formula gave 
last tv10 nusesu are relevant here~ In 
251(32.52 may be more properly categorized as the fastidium-
narrator 
figures clearly ma:cits his straying 
Mitchell 40 
the last of these brevitas-formulas, we are 
"hyr lyf, hir love, hir lust, hir lord" (258)0 
Articulus produces a staccatto effect by using 
grammatica .. l for.mo The figure is 11sed 
accentuated by an absolutely symmetrical 
Ironically i Geoffrey does not tell u.s in "oo 1·1ord" 'tfhat 
{unless line 258 also,represents the use of Eepetitio 
in different words; by a small stretch 
and lord could be understood as 
A few lines above he had informed us that Dido 
(243-244); 
positive citation of authority occurs at Dido~s 
maner how she deyde 9 
· And alle the word.es that she seyde 9 Whoso to kn.owe hit hath purpos, 
· Rede Virgile in Eneydos Or the Epistle of Ovyde, 
·. ··. What· that she wrot or that she dyde; • ,. ' • a 
· • : And nere hyt to long. to endyte , By God 9 I wolde hyt here 'tITi te. (375--382) 
is here no more than a vehicle for an occu-oatio, 
is emasculated by the fact that the narrator uses 
f! 
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Dido's suicide for love is less interesting 
to Aeneas O betrayal© This time the irony is 
Earlier his "let us 
(293) had established that the scene is not on the temple 1 s 
is a product of the narrator 0 s imagination is 
urn such word.es gan to pleyne" (311) (rather tha.ri 
other auctour alegge I" (313=-314)~ 
book 8 s excuse for Aeneas, Mercury's command, but 
.serves as an ironic postscript and an.other refusal to cite 
tone and character of the digressiono Clemen has 
has been left out of the story~58 The 
ironically deflate the subject 
Middle class proverbs are exalted at Virgil 0 s and Ovidws expense, 
,. 
iroriy is clear when Geoffrey replaces the 1r1isdom of those classical 
a maxim such as "@he that fully knoweth ·th O erbe may saufly leye 
this ys no lye" ( 290-292) G Dido 1J s speeches 
homely qualityg 
· For 9 though your love laste a seson, 
vlayte upon the conclusyon, And eke how that ye determynen, And :for the more part diffyneno (341_,345) 
the Manci:ele 0 s Tale Jil Burke Severs showed that the 
lack of 
----------~~-·--~ 
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Miss Daye notes th~ same thing in the SguireBs 
a suggestion of the 
Tt-1enty-
later 
By 
"' ravings, 
and consciously 
a highly biased 
The dreamer responds emotionally to the love story, 
turn dictates his narrationa On the literal level, 
mural is analogous to Dante 8 s response to the 
excellent artifice can be emotive enough to 
The mixtUJ:>e·of senses or mediums and tenses reveals 
experience precisely as he perceived 
realism 1·1hich would require him 
as written or as pictured or as said 
establishes Geoffrey 8 s poetic na1vet~--
perception so as to produce a 
to the basic principles of realisme 
the 
~1i tcl1ell 4 3 
Whan any speche yeomen ys Up to the paleys, anon-ryght Hyt i-iexeth lyk the same 1rright 
.· Which that the word in erthe spak, 
·Be hyt clothed red or blak; And·hath so verray hys lyknesse That spak the word 11 that thou 1iil t gesse That it the same body be, Man or woman, he or sheo (1074-1082) 
are involved in this processs the object, "the same wight/ 
word in erthe spak19 (1067-1077); the image 11 or the 
of the man which appears in the Hol1se of Fame; and the 1,rords, --- -- ---provided the means of creating the apparition in Fa~evs 
embodied is a metaphorical process tt.J"hereby a subject not 
by a medium (sound) 9 creating an image o-f tl1e 
. 
mQ\f'l1j \ mc_ie '-'1 
\\ CJU-'Se 0~ ~\))Q_/ 
be understood as the poem's language which creates an " image 1t 
or the object the poet han. in mindt) 
least, Geoffrey's account operates on the reverse 
principleo The mural can be ta.ken as t11e end-
process, as the poem ifhich P by means of j_ ts la.Y1g1Jage 1 
However, Geoffrey is looking at and inte~preting 
techniques, to 
the object which -\/irgil' s text representse I11 other 
. -: 
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··backward, "thus: 
the ideal situationo In fact, Geoffrey's 
The object he arrives at 
I 
'' sound°' ( his poetry) is not faithful to the image , 
object behind that image is distortede 
story exposes is not so simple as an inept, 
Since Geoffrey is the butt throughout the poem, 
the Dido~Aeneas story is equally ironico 
story defines the Chaucerian persona for the 
emotional involvement with the classical material 
basic aesthetic assumption of medieval 
an emotional attachment with and, 
in the love object and, 
subject f'or the poemo This principle operates ironically 
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Geoffrey being a poet who 9 self-admittedly, knows 
As a poet in search of tidings of love 9 he simulates 
the substance o:f the primary prerequisite of love 
love object itself'. Knowing nothing of love himself, 
accompany ito Consequently, Dido's 
appreciated for his true 
culmination of her lovelonging and 
short. Geoffrey cannot understand or appreciate these 
I 
" 
}1i tchell l4,6 
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11Dido 0 is often thought of as 011e of the least original 
..........,,~-
of Good Womeno As a preliminary to my discussion 
feel that it is necessary to define some of its literary 
Only by understanding the traditions it 
most interesting andp certainly, the most popular 
the Dido-Aeneas story are the romar1tic school 1c1hich is 
Chaucer 8 s two versions and the non-romantic school 
The romantic school followed by 9 among others, 
vras probably derived from tl1e courtly love 
.. These authors portrayed Dido as a martre· to passionate, 
Chaucer Os Legend of Good \11 omen, 
have markedly influenced this 
term) non-romai.~tic school led by Boccaccio 
the stern censure of Virgil a..nd the 
Ovid's accountso According to 
never·fell in love with Aeneas 0 and she committed 
to save her chastity and out of loyalty to her dead 
influence on his successors a~d on the 
that it is this distortion, the result 
abbrevatio, that later 1irriters turn to rather 
i ,., 
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While they ignore--or, rather f"ail to 
in the earlier version, 
to the ironic tone of the 
They borrow only his contributions of emphasis and 
it is important to see Chaucer's t110 versio11s of the Dido-
relation to the li tera.:cy- milieu in 1-.rhich he viorJcedo 
relationshiu bet}reen jol1:i.'1 
-
Chaucer 0 the dates of the Legend and the Confessio .. A...rnantis 11 the 
·popularity of Chaucer's i-rork, and Gower 9 s men tior1 of tl1.e Legend 
indebted to 
a few particulars® They shared a deep 
source o Given the medieval lov"e for Ovj_d, 
to Chaucer for the idea of using the Heroides; 
of Ovid 0 s material echoes ~the romantic school 
effective spolcesmane 
the Dido~Aeneas story as an exemEl~m against Lachesce 9 
in pressing the love suite According to Go1-rer 9 Aeneas 
. ·~·. e o- it betidde so P 
With hire which was qweene tho 0:f the _Cite his aqueintance He wan, whos name in remembrance Is yi t, and Dido sche i--ras hote; 1 
passionately in love with Aeneas, Dido becomes su.bmissi ve 
However, Aeneas leaves her and continues on his way 
i 
i 
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to commit suicide, laments over Aeneas 0 
and finally commits suicideo 
Chaucer took in 
exaggerates 
and Dido's innocence. His theme is '°lachesce," 
tariinge upon the nede 
loves cause is forto drede; (CA, IV, 139-140) 
victim of Aeneas 0 failure in this respect0 Forewarned 
he 9 which had.de hise thoghtes feinte To1trardes love and full of Slowthe , His time lette, and that was rowtheg 
. (CA, IV, 118~120) 
Aeneas' culpability in three important wayso First, Aeneas 
to Carthage out of free will---there is no mention of a 
straitened circumstances of any kind@ Second, the most 
account, Gower attributes Dido;s passion to 
Which loveth Eneas so hote < 
.Upon the word.es whiche he seide 9 That·al hire herte on him sche leide 
'And dede al holi what he woldee (CA, IV, 88-91) 
as I shall show in Chapter Three, in the Legend 
sees Aeneas as a verbal wizard and the aueen as ... 
his wille He simply mentions the words spoken by 
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stories in which his nobility, skill in arms, and courage 
tl1e queeno Chaucer deemphasizes divine intervention in 
divine intervention, the destinal 
emotional struggle in 
We are merely told that, 
al holi what he wolde, 0 he "as it be scholdeu (CA, IV, 92) 
· T};lis last phrase 0 given the tenor of the sto21r as 
Fame on Aeneas' excuse: 
-
· · •.. But to e:x.cusen Eneas 
. Fullyche of al his grete trespas, The book seyth Mercurie, sauns fayle 9 Bad hymgoo into Itayle, And leve Auffrikes regioun, And Dido and hir faire town.a (HF, 427-432) 
the sarcasm of Chaucer 1 s "fullychei:;" 
culpability is increased in Go1fer' s account by ~the 
desperate Dido was through her letter, Imew that she 
not retu_rn.0 Like Chaucer, in both 
whatsoever, 
was attracti,re to the 
of the story in his 
Most o:f the Troy: Book is an uninspired translation of Guido 
, However, according to Bergen, Lydgateijs editor 9 the account. 
and his encounter with Dido is not found in the 
I 
,, 
·' 
I 
• 
· And how j?at he :falsede j>e quene, 
· ... ·.I mene Dido, of wommanhede flour, 
· 1,)at gaf to hym U)iil richesse & tresour, 
· , Iowelys & gold, & al 1>at my;t hym plese 11 <'And euery pi rg 1)at my°?) t t.e] do hym ese, But for al :pat, how he was vnkynde , --= 
.And how -Pat he f alsly stale a~ray 
.·. By ny-;te7 tyme while she ~-bedde lcty, And of his conquest~ 0 • 
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of Ovid or of the Confessio Amantis does not appear 
opinion, the direct influence of the 
knew and admiredo Lydgate could ha~ve 
the Excid1.urn Troiae, 
text was probably available to 
this detail 1·rit,h, -first 9 a.11 
characterization. 
unique, un-=Virgilian 
in particularo 
reflects the schizophrenia of medieval literature in 
to the Dido-Aeneas storya 
.. 
Although his 'l'roy Book 
the Fall of Princes he 
The 
of chaste l-Jido1ihood Ell 
qualifications as Carth~O"e ' s 0 
ur, should like to speak somevrhat more at 
I 
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praise, if with my modest remarks I may perhaps, partl:;r 
~ . the infamy undeservedly cast on the honor of her i,ridoi·Jhoodfl' "-1 
the :information provided by Venus in the 
The crux of his story is 
rather than betray her vot-rs by marrying Iru. .. bas, 
According to Boccaccio, Dido had a.Jready decided 
He implies that a 1nere 
to the mistaken Dido-Aeneas storyo 
.at these conclusions Boccaccio relied on classical 
.Ausonius, Justin0 Curiously enough, historians have 
and Aeneas could not possibly have been 
to have been closer to the 
the moralistic Virgilians or the romantic school follo1,1ed 
Boccaccio 0 s example in both theme and detail, Lydgate 
erroneous interpretation to Ovids 
Touchyng-Dido lat ther by no striffi Thouh that she be accusid off Ouidei Afftir Bochas I -wrot hir chast [ e] liff 9 
.And the contrary I ha [ ue] set a-side; 
.For me thouhte it was bet tabide 
. On hir goodnesse 9 than thyng reherse in deede 
· Which myht~ · resowne ageyne hir 1,romanheede 05 
of Aeneas stresses Dido's entirely honorable 2~e1ationship 
,:-
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virtue by means of several foils, the chief of 
Carthage is said to have 
for her virtue, 
·. Julcl for no \iiht hir noblesse scholde assaile, Cartage she biltef off so gret excellence, Geyn all enmyes to stonden at diffence@ 
. (FP, 2o 1986-1988) 
and wisdom are instrumental 
vo-vrs of chastity o 
the familiar "tragic fall" form1.1la, and this formt1la 
link with the romantic school according to l'rhich Dido 
The difference between the two 
the difference between moralist tragedy and tragedy 
love doctrines 
as the less popular by far--
thoughte A stern 
in the later Middle Ages or the eaxly 
affiliation o:f a:ny given critic) ·N·hen 
first timem The f·1iddle Scots 
1
' Chaucerians," stands bet1'leen 
ethics; a~d it is wo~thwhile to consider 
expressed in the prologue to the first 
of Book Four itself as 
stories@ For, i·rhereas other 
I 
,, 
' . 
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admired the Dido-Aeneas story for its historical interest 
(on a somewhat simplistic level) 9 Douglas appreciates 
the originalo To a certain extent this interest 
artistic attempts in House of Fame and the Legend .... QT 
-
linee 
and Chaucer also stand out for their precise, firsthand 
But, while Chaucer was not hampered by a 
for the text of the original 9 Douglas feels tha .. t 
translation is perhaps too liberalo Douglas 0 
extent to which he carried out his 
the partial translations of Surrey and Phaer---l1as been 
/' as one of the roots of the English Renaissance spirit 0 ° 
of the Dido=-Aeneas story o vTilliam Caxton he 1:1old~s llP for 
· disapproval; but since Caxton ms ~rork is a generally ·uninspired 
the anonymous French Eneydos, one of the main romantic 
of.the continent 9 Douglas' criticisms may be applied to 
interpretation in general, 
· •. ·~rith sych a wyght, quhilk trewly 9 bemyne entent 9 ·. Knew neuer thre wordis at all quhat Virgill ment 
range from very specific errors 9 1-Ii th 1{hich he m1,1st 
is to be accuxate, to general principles 
He objects, :first 9 to Caxton 9 s cutting 
f',/f; +choll 54 ll--LI .,..,....._,. ,...;11,iJi-
last six books of the Aeneido He corrects the 
saying that Eolus and Neptune sent the storm i,;hen 
He points out that Caxton~s 
a full half of his time to the Dido-
Virgil spent only a t1rrelfth on tha·t, encountera 
most strenuous objections is to C~"Cton is demythologizing 
which Caxton shares with Chaucer to a certain 
sa·1s· all·Virgill perchans, for by his leif Juno nor Venus goddessis neuer war 9 
. Mercu.::re, ·Neptune, Mars 9 nor Jupiter v Of Fortune eik, nor hir necessite 0 Sik thingis nocht attentik ar, i-rai t we~ 
· Nor ~it admittis that quent philosophy 
· Haldis sawlys hoppys :fra body to body, And mony thingis quhilkis Virgill dyd rehers, Thocht I thame write furthfollowa.nd hys verso (9e8-16) 
to this process, not on the basis of a belief that the 
His explanation 
the Church had endorsed throughout the r,1iddle Ages: 
)3ut trastis weill 9 quha that ilke saxt buke knew, " 
.·• •- .. Virgill tharin ane hie philosophour hym scheii, And,-.·vnder the clowdis of dyrk poetry, Hyd lyis thar many notabill historyo 
·. For so the poetis 9 be ther crafty cm"ys p In similitudes 9 and vndir quent figuris, The suythfast materis to hyde and to constreyn; Alis nocht fals, traste weill 9 in cace thai feyn® (9(9 19-25) 
for his avowed disbelief in and consequent 
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his version o:f the Aeneid 9 Douglas fails to 
frank about his 
in the ;t,egep.d and who le:ft out (in both versions) 
the gods were instrumental to the actiono 
most of Douglas' objections to Caxton's translation could 
Chaucer 0 s Dido~Aeneas stories0 However, he contents 
Arid netheles into sum place, quha kend it, 
· My mastir .Chauser gretly Virgill offendito All.thoch I be to bald hym to repreif, He was fer baldar, certes, by hys leif'g 
· Sayand he followit Virgillis lantern toforn, 
· Quhou Eneas to Dydo was forsworno (160 27~30, l?o 1~2) 
th~t Virgil was especially careful to establish Aeneas!! 
is in fact the chief point of the Aeneida 
with divine commands and should not have been 
othen-liseo He told Dido in the very beginning that his 
sail.:for.Ita.ly, and he ·"maid nevir aith,/Promyt, nor 
Thus~ Aeneas could not have 
Chaucer altered the original story because, 
Triend of women°s causea 
his intentions with Chaucer 0 s ("he couth folloiq 
23) 9 Douglas recognizes his o-vm inability to 
literal translation, especially L11 fou.r situationsi 
explaining; sometimes his rhetoric 1-rill 
I\' 
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.embellish the narrative--"sum tyme the cullour will cause 
and occasionally the 
tran.slation® 
translation 
of 
Often he intersperses Virgil 0 s material with 
These na:rrati "le 
such as O in Dido· 0 s speech ·to Anna concen1ing 
.Another 
an. °'incidental repetitio" or an occasional explanatory 
01.~ repetition o:f the same thought in different 1"1ordso For 
same speech to Anna Douglas' Dido observes, 
bowbartis notyfyso (187 0 ·11-12) 
what the compa:r:able passage in Virgil had said 
arguit© 
souls base-borne) (IV, 13) 
is· characteristic of Dot,glas' method of translation~ 
of metrics 
------------~ 
~1i tcl1ell I:, ry ) ' ' 
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·•· In the passage above the poet seems to be inspired by the 
the original 0 Elsewhere the expansiox1 serves to emphasize the 
Anna advises Dido to accept Aeneas !J love i1 she a,.d vises dE:la:y·: 
And quhil the stormys be al our bla14";/11 a.nd gon; 
. And quhil hys schippis 1r1i·t.h the tempest schaik 9 Be bet, byd spair nowthir fyr" elm 9 nor ai1~o (1900 4-6) 
to clarify a passage is, perhaps 9 a varia11t 011 
namely his i11abj_li ty to 
of Virgil's metaphorso \ 1Jhen he does ap-pear to 
- -
he often draws it out in an effort to be clear 
itself in the processo For ,example, 1"7here '!1 rgil 
vestigia flammaen ( "I recognize the traces o·f 
and felis the wemmys and the way 
ald fyre and flambe of luffis heito (1870 30-=1880 1) 
expicit what Virgil only im.pliedo 
destroys a metaphor completeJ_y o Virgil's 
v.el pater omnipotens adigat me fulmine ad um bros, 
.··. pallentis u.Inbras Ere bi noctemque profund&11 ~ 
ante 9 Pudor, quam ~te viola aut tua iura resolvoe (or may the Almighty Fatl1er hurl me 1·ri·th his bolt to the shades~-the pale shades and abysmal nigl1·t of Erebus.--before, 0 Shame, I violate thee or break thy laws! IV, 25-27) 
different: 
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Or than almychty Jove with thundris sovn 
·Mr ~yte ful deip onto the schaddoys dern, 
·. Am.ang pail gastis of hellis holl cavern, In ··the profond pot of deth and dyrk nycht 9 Or I becum so schamful wrachit wyght That I myne honeste fyle or womanhed, Or brek'\Our lawis; na, quhil I be dedi (1880 4--10) 
omitted the 61 abysmal night of Erebus,u 
(Pudor) and the apostrophe 
shame into an adjective describing 
hypothetical state of being should she yield to her inclinations® 
retains the personal possessive in "~our la°\'ris , '* so 
color 9 is inconsistentc 
in which Douglas omits metaphors111 At 
fourth section of book four he substitutes uthe 
Virgil 9 s personification of Dawn (Aurora) a 
\·lhen Dido leads 
Virgil's queen 
lips" (IV, 79) o 
conventional terms--
-
unpr~cedented in the Middle Ages, and an 
story in 
a few lines from Ovid Os Hero ides 1fII, b11t 
is radically difference from the 
! 
I 
I, 
0GQ@OO@©O@@GOOG@00Q©@008G@@Q0eaoaoo Sche scholde stonde in such degre 
· As whilom stod a swan tofore , Of that sche hadde hire make lore; 
·For sorwe a fethere into hire. brain 
·She schof and hath hireselve slain; Asking ·Menander in a lay 
The sothe hath founde, wl1er sche lay 
· Sprantlende with hir wynges trreie ~ 
.·As sche which scholde thanne deie For love of him which was hire makea (CA, 99,· 104=113) 
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Macaulay, observes concerning these lines, "It is difTicult 
translates these lines O but the result, 1,rhich mu.st 
to his imagination, is rather creditable to hime"S 
in Plato Os Phaedo ( 8 .SB) with a phrase in Ovid i s 
a general misunderstanding, within a distinguished 
others, Brunetto La·tini 9 of Ovid Q s f'igurati ve 
In this i-ray 
instrument of suicide~9 
this myth in the Confessio Amantise (Incidentall}r, 
translation 0£ the passage at the end of his Legen~ of 
familiarity with the originala) This 
occasional.tendency to conventionalize 
speech is understandable and not unprecedented, 
makes changes or ad.di tions 1~rhich cannot be 
In the fourth book in 'Oarticu,lar these 
-
in my opinion, the vestiges of Chaucer's singular 
I 
I' ... 
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... 
despite his ad.mirer's attempts to the contraryo The 
impact o:f the Leg~n~ of Good \'1omen on Dou,glas led him to d_efend 
to be -wrong and caxried over into a few subtleties of 
The first instance occurs in Dido 0 s openi..ng speech to 
to Aeneas by the exclarnatio 0 Quhou 1rrys in specheu 
to be found in Virgil~s textc Although it 
of Aeneas' recounting of his adventures 
i·t is more than likel:/ 
n crafty Aeneasu tradition tihich Cl1aucer 
the uLegend of Dido" specifically with Aeneas O facility 1,ri th 
example occurs at the beginning of the third section 
point where Juno goes to Venusa Rather Jchan changing 
perhaps inadvertently, slants the passage 
than Virgil'so Virgil depends on 
to characterize his Juno, 
Quam sim.ul ac tali persensit peste teneri cara Iovis coniunx·nec famam obstare furori, talibus adgreditur Venerem Saturnia dictise (Soon as the loved wife of Jove saw that she 
. 1-ras held in a passion so fatal, and that 
· .. ·· her good name was now no bar to her frenzy 9 the daughter of Saturn accosts Venus thusa) (IV 0 90-92) 
omission and addition, changes the meaning slightly& 
· .· .· Alsswyth as Juno, with syl maleys ourtane , . . Persauyt hir deir frend that remeid vras nane, ··. Nothir fame ne honour the rage resyst mycht, Saturnus douchtir with syk wordis on hyght 
· Begouth·· to carp onto Venus, I -vrys; (193~ 3-7) 
Iv1i tchell 61 
Io,ris coniunx0 Douglas adds that Jux10 is overtaken 
Dido has become her 0 dear" friendo Douglas 11 outr~igl1t 
from Virgil 0 s subtler attitude toward her futile 
sentiment echoes that o:f t}1e narrator of the Hou.se 
saugh I thee, cruel Juno, 
.. That art daun Jupi teres ,-rif 9 That hast yhatedg al thy lyf, 
·.Al .the Troianysshe blood, Renne and· crye, as thou were 1-109do (198-262) 
to borro1-r from Chaucer the 
the latter's major characterization o-P Dido 
Setting up a contras·t betvreen the q t1een ° s 
Di do" three tirnes 
.. in 
once he generalizes it to -the fate of all vromen 
(1249)e Douglas 0 meaning is quite different since 
with Venuso Once she uses it to emphasize 
i/enus fl and Cupid Os contriving has been 1-rorth a 
0 Lord, quhou gret power and notabil mycht, 
· Gif that, of twa hie goddis throu the flycht 9 A sylly woman ~sal ourcum.myn be! (1930 11-13) 
epi the·t Juno reveals her own deviousr ..ess, fo-r 
"onsilly" (1952) ~ 
that it follows the first 91 sylly" by only fifty lines 
--- .. -~- ···-··-c--
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same character. If Dido is "onsilly" in such a 
blame,-rorthy as Aeneaso In this way Douglas reduces 
its real, unromanticized terms as in the Aeneid itself@ 
passages represent a remnant of Chaucer's 
the first Prologue makes the bishop 0 s 
What is important is that both Douglas and 
for 
Eneados marks the beginning of the end of the 
to major English versions of the Dido-Aeneas 
literary 
Among these is Christine de Pisan.'s 
Christine makes a few interesting 
relationship between Dido and Aeneas in a passage 1-rhich 
/ 
·a tres grant honneur elle re9eut Lui et ses gens et trop de bien lui fist; Mais·puis apres vers elle tant meffist, Non obstant c~u'il lui eust foy promise Et·donn~e.s'amour, voire, an faintisep Si soen parti, ne puis ne retorna 0 
·· Et autre part le sienne amour torna; lO 
including Deschamps O Lay de Franchise and a 
Masan, 11 agree with the English 
tra .. ced above o 
·the two main schools of thought on the Dido-Aeneas 
--------=----
---------
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to return to Virgil's text, the reader 
originality in both the House of Fame 
This is especially important for an 
often been underrated 
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story is unique in the Chaucer can.on for its existence 
and latee The two accounts contrast, ho1iever 9 
The early story:, is, if anything 9 more advanced_ 
use of ~ersona; the account in the Legend of 
a fact all the more surprising considering that 
Canterb~ Talesv Chaucer 0 s 
tale-teller rela·tionshi ps o 
of the other legends, 1,rhile 
and, over the course of 
unfair to belittle the °'Didou in this vray o The earlier 
very nature from its use as a device of characterization~ 
by being one of the goals 
a preliminary within the narrative framevrorko Ostensi bl:v, the 
th€ individual legends, 
On the other l1and t in the 
one of the conditions for the 
cl1aracter and his resultant 
is, to a large 
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Virgil's story held for the medieval poet,; 
inexperienced, 
The Legend poet 9 on the other 
He has }ITi tten 
a superficial attitude toward love which developed as a 
ease with rhetoric0 There is a tension bet,-1een his smugness 
His situation is the exact 
-~== of Fame: in the early poem the poe·t us 
. fidelity to the cause of women in love is allied 1'ri th, . I 
naivet~ and~ second 9 personal inexperience in love; in the 
~ lS 
poetic sophistication and, second, a personal love 
nevertheless fails to associate 1,:ri th his poetry o 
reflects a typical medieval 
the later account, accepting this as a given, 
potential at the hands of a skilled rhetorician, 
the early version are complexp but a gentle 
(by Chaucer the poet rather ~than by the narrating 
implicit in both the travesty of her speecl1es a.rid 
the medievalizing of her charact,er from t11e 110 ble 
woman of the Heroides~ The 
The harshest note of ·the House 
mention of Dido's place in hell according to Virgil, 
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In Dante's scheme Dido was relegated to the second 
Semiramis, Cleopatra, and Helen 
carnal appetite o Ho1·rever , the 
(444~450) is qualified by citations of 
the narrator has repeatedly refused to accept 
throughout his narrative, this instance cannot 
· ·Nevertheless, Chaucer seems to direct a gentle 
In addition, he uses Ovid ironically throughout 
point of 
Thus, Chaucer can be seen retelling the story in 
pattern of atonement 9 softening 
Yet 9 his very atonement is undercut 
more gentle and much more subtle than ·tha;,t of his eaxlie-r 
Ovid'sHeroides VII remain the sources for the "Legend 
the most completec The facts are 
Heroides VIIa The 
Didois love, and Dido's 
The Virgilian anger is 
c.lassic to a medieval 
a lover 0 s tales In 
elements have been removed: Chaucer declines 
the notions of Aeneas 9 invisibility and Cupid~s 
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Anchises' ghost are transformed into lies used by Aeneas 
is omi tted-=-the storm j~s a 
a disappointed lover rather than the catalyst 
and the gods' debate as to the Trojans 0 fate 
adds two details to Shannon'se The description of 
Aeneas is, according to Atwood, Chaucer's own 
~esign.ed to emphasize Aeneas 0 ingratitude. Chaucer 0 s mention 
contributions, 11. 1128-1135, is made "grud.gingly." 5 Also, 
she sleeps® Al·though neither Virgil 110-r 
found in the 
in which Aeneas also leaves his sword at the head of 
supports Atwood's citation of the Excidium Troie 
that the ingredients are to be found in the 
would support Chaucer's following the "inferior and 
Besides various references to the context of sleeu 
..... 
and Dido's labeling of Aeneas 0 action as treachery, 
7 not seem to anticipate the fleet's departure at darrn. 
suggest Chaucer 0 s use of 
have been taken from the Aeneid; 
The presence of this 
to be f'ound in the Excidium Troie, demonstrates "the close 
by Chaucer of his source material at this point. 118 
in connection with the sources of the "Dido 0 
i 
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inaccuracies with respect to the Aeneid in tl1e House 
For example, there is now no confusion 
sone In the 
Troy, 
Askanius alsou (175-176)0 
is not unprecedented in the Middle Ages, 9 but 
it and dropped it by the time o-f the Legendo Also, 
Aeneas lost Creusa in a 
1irhere Creusa vJ'as supposed 
In the Legend Chaucer simply drops this meaningless 
Creusa he les111 (945)0 Other minor 
are omitted from the Legend story simply 
subject itself is dropped 0 11 
to confirm her theory 
Chaucer 11 s learning his Aeneido He first became 
epic through Dares and his imitators until, in 1369 9 
Although he knew the original well when he wrote 
his 
0 
. 
0 0 th L d t 12 precision in e egen accoun s But, 14"hat 
relationship of the detail in the t"tiO versions 
UnliI<e most medieval 
Consequently, his changes 
presumed to have arisen from a conscious, 
decisions 
also suggests that the source problem is not 
69 
(1320's?) may have influenced Chaucer's view-
. 
. 
translation is literal with a few omissions, and each epistle 
an explanation of the text which may have been derived 
·Of.Latin Heroides textso Chaucer appears to have used 
to Italy, and it was, according 
hew-rote the Legendo Within the 
in two specific lines, 1357 and 
that ·these two lines are the sum of Meech' s findings 
questionable how ''constant'' an influence Filippo 1 s 
Meech 9 s·article is one of the few to deal with the influence 
is·Ovidiana Perhaps the critics' failure to deal in 
influence of the epistle upon the ''Dido'' derives from the 
of fact or phraseo Chaucer 
Aeneid, so the relationship 
should not be oversimplifiedo This 
Chaucerians, is narrow and stultifying as Hoffman 
~,.,........ and the Canterbury Tales: 
· .. · 't< .• ~ o. o o. Iicholarly in~er:est has focused primarily 
··,qpon cl~.ar instances of 'verbal parallelism' or upon sirniiar~ties and differences between versions of any tale, like the Manciple's, told by both Ovid and Chaucer, Surprisingly little attention has been paid to such basic problems of interpre-tation as the meaning of an Ovidian passage in its own. context or its significance in Chaucer@ 
.·. That. is, with reference to Ovid--as., indeed, 
· with· respect to most other matters--Chaucerians 
·· have been more concerned with the letter and 14 sense of the Tales than with their sentence"'' 
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Chaucer pictured himself as the English Ovid 
As Ovid sympathetically 
women with a small measure of gentle 
a similar pose with the ad.dition,of a 
the exploiting loverso The "Legend of Dido" is 
than the House of Fame version in that Chaucer 
The Dido of the Legend 
Like Ovid Os Dido, she wouJ..d readily accept Aeneas 
concerned for her ·honor than i·ri th vrishing Aeneas an 
rhetorically distinct from its so't.lr'ces by virtue 
coordination of abbrevatio and amplificati?? 
as such to classical scholars but central to the medieval 
integrating multiple sourceso This marks the influence 
The rhetoricians apparently :failed to recognize the potential 
between abbrevatio and amplificatio--
However~· in both 
using it to effect thematic considerations 
The process of cutting here and expanding there 
out of context" whatever serves the poet's endsm 
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greatly changed, and the end product 
original materialo 
71 
.. lS a 
clumsy use of 
reveals his personal na1vetf and sentiinentali ty i:i 
the poet skillfully 1-rorks 1·1i thin the outlin,3s 
Tl1.e deception of Dido by Aeneas is enlarged upo11 as is 
Aeneas has left0 Although Ovid 0 s Dido is 
she finds herself incapable of understa.nding l1is 
"destiny0 i she suggests that the gods are actu.a.lly 
his cause, since Aeneas 0 course appears to be thwarted by 
She suffers from a sense of shame and remorse 
Aeneas has left her pregnante 
delicate "sentence 0 which Chaucer must embody in concre·te 
For detail he has only the .. ?\.eneid, 
Virgil's Dido is 
no doubt that the 
of Fame 
' 
the 
greatly@ Tl1e 
narrator lin1i ts 
~acts which are designed chiefly to illustrate 
at Libya~ Unlike the earlier account~ this 
----------==-~--·~ 
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We a.re told that the subject is "Ho,-I 
. ( 927), and the narrator skillfull~r abbreviates 
his themeQ Accordingly O his first occt1uatio, 
elaborate on Aeneas' maritime adventures, is 
and Achates• meeting with Venus is much 
elements are stressedo 
her hair streaming in the 
he 
· · The emphasis is 9 instead 51 on the fact that Venus 
Aeneas and Achates--in the House of Fame there is no 
Ostensibly the Legend narrator is following Virgil more 
he declines to tell the substance of Venus' speecl1, his 
being artistic, for in the Aeneid Venus' surnma~J of 
on the queen's statesmanship, and such 
a love figureo Instead, the 
of Dido which enlarges on her bea1.1ty 
emphases reflect the authorsi intentions: 
the origins of the strife between Carthage 
to the Punic vJars, while Chaucer 0 s narro11er in·t:.erest 
problems of the situation© Divine intervention is 
is interested in Dido 0 s character and 
doesn't plead with Venu.s because he ha~s no 
assistancee In fact, there is no direct 
I 
I 
I 
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within Dido's temple contrasts with the Aeneid j_n s11cl1 
on the narratorijs parto In the 
scenes of Troy 8 s fall in the 
for the well-being of his 
_ In the Legend acco~t Aeneas is less concerned for their 
infam;y,fl rather than the fame 9 to i~hich the Trojans 
''Allas, that I was born! " q uod Eneas; 
"Thourghout the world oure shame is kid so \fyde g 
··Now it is peynted upon every sydeo We 0 that weren in prosperite, 
-Been now desclandred ~ and in s1'li ch degre 11 No lenger for to lyven I ne kepe0" (1027=-1032) 
taken ·from hints in his sourceo In ·the House of Farr .. e 
fame and rumor P-
Aeneid where Fama is 
Chaucer reads fa.ma again as a reputation 
00 sharn.e~" The crux of the difference lies in the 
Virgil 0 s Aeneas sees 
condition 9 whereas Chaucer's 
insultedo Synon's treache~y, 
the Legend's brief epitome 9 has 
The fall of Troy foreshad.01,rs the outcome o-f 
wi-th Dido 0 The medieval typically vie1ied fortune in 
As one man falls out of good fortune, another rises to 
_ Here, Aeneas is plunged into inf a.my ,,rhen Tro~1 falls, 
the bottom of the wheel, he enables himselT to rise to 
i. 
l 
\,<_ 
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set on the right course toward Italy, his destiny0 
!,.. • 1.,he 
and fame. Aeneas is seen here in the depths of ill 
o had.de he:rd ofte of Eneas er tho, 
· And in hire herte she had.de routhe and 1.;o 
. That evere swich a noble man as he Shal ben disherited in swich degre; (1062-Jo65) 
Aeneas ". • • that she sorjr "t-ras That he hath 
cas 98 (1082-1083) o After she has helped .. 4.eneas 
at ese was in his lyve" ( 1099) o A 
been accomplishede 
· This Eneas is come to paradys Out of.the swolow of belle, and thus in joye Remembreth hym of his estat in Troyeo (1103-1105) 
favorable vvestat11 is counterbalanced by Dido's fall to 
. Besides authorial intrusion 9 Dido tl s virtue and 
such lines asj in connection with 
a o of hire socour to beseke,/ 
, 
there sprongen of hir goddnesse" (1053 ..... 1054)© This point 
. 
. 
a.distinct change from the Aeneid in which Aeneasn men are brought 
Here they arrive in Carthage "by 
seek out the templee The change 
thematic intention to emphasize rumor and reputation, 
Aeneas, a 
I 
I 
II 
I 
:r 
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reputation is destroyede Chaucer's theme 
connection with Iarbas O sor:r-01·1 at Dido us shru11e z 
But 9 as in love 9 alday it happeth so 9 That oon shal laughen at anothers woe Noi~r laugheth Eneas, and is in jo~{e And more richesse than evere he was in Tro:'.te., (125Qcal253) 
based on the typically medieval notion of the vrheel of 
.. 
another to f al]~ in to a less 
This.machinery underlies, in part, the medieval conception 
Chaucer treats at length in The Monk 11 s Talee In the 
tale we are told that 
Tregedie is to seyn a certeyn storiep As olde, bookes maken us memorie, Of hym. that stood in greet prosperiteep 
·. And is yf all en out of heigh degree 
· Into myserie , and endeth 1,1recchedlJr o (1973==1977) 
that tragedy pertains especially to those who had 
are inexorable* 
argument proves, among others~ two points, ma.11 
takes away his goods since she gave them 
is most subject to Fortune's fickleness 
and 1ihen he does t11is he sinso 
:lsespecially pertinent to the "Didou as the motivating force 
·. Fortune-tragedy complexe Dido, despite all 11.er virtue 9 is 
,J 
Ji 
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her error by contrasting two descriptive passagesa 
c:lescrip-tion, and a judicious combination of the tvro is most 
because most completea The first part of the formula is the 
object 0 s outward appearance in a 
feet& Geoffrey of Vinsauf provides 
the use of effictios The second figure, the ) (/ 
moral qualities of the object 0 18 According to 
every descriptio (descriptive 
specific artistic design and enhance 
Also the descriptio is designated as most 
gardens, ::1easons, or similar feminine objects of 
Chaucer gives two half-formed descriptions, 
Aenease The passage on Dido is from the narrator 0 s, 
Aeneas is presumably still engrossed in 
the mural~ We are given no indication that 
the lover 0 s first impression of the 
love with her at the first sight of her 
logically placed for this, but it laclts the 
I 
'\ 
:I 
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This fresshe lady, of the cite queene, Stod in the temple, in hire estat real, 
_- So rychely and ek so f ayr withal 9 So yongj so lusty 9 with her eyen glade, 
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- _ That,. if that God 9 that hevene and erthe made, 
I . 
Wolde han a love 9 for beaute and goodnesse, And womanhod, and trouthe, and semelynesse 9 Whom shulde he loven but this lady s1-rete? Ther nys no' woman to hym halfe so meteo 
- (1035-1043) 
is more a notatio than either an effictio or a combination 
of Dido, with its conventionally extravagent su~gestio11 
even God a good mate 9 contrasts vj.vidl)r 1·1i th the 
Aeneaso This effictio is especially central to 1·rhat 
of Didons character there is, for the entire passage is a 
made on Dido herself, all of it 
First, she notices how his men seem to honor himo She 
of Aeneas before and pi tied his fall f"rom "faJneu _. ..... uThat 
as he/Shal ben disherited in st-rich degree" (106Lj;.-
rumors, her initial impression of Aeneas depends 
attributes: 
And ~8:l'!, the man P that he was lyk a knyght 9 And, suf:fisaunt of persone and of myght 9 
-And lyk to been a verray gentil man; 
· And wel his word.es he besette can, 
-_ And -had.de a noble visage for the nones, And formed wel of braunes and of bones For after Venue had.de he sl-rich f ayrnesse That .no man. myghte be hal:f so fayr, I gesse; And wel a lord he semede for to beo 
- And 9 for he was a straunger, somwhat she Lilted hym the beto e a 
-__ . - (1066-1076) 
is her innocence , her ·trusting to externals -for a."r'l 
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qualities. This innocence makes her easy 
Chaucer connects her name with the 
times directly ( 1157, 1237, 1336) and once indirectl~r 
"0 sely wemen" (1254 ffo) which generalizes Dido1rs I 
closely the last "sely Dido" is the g_uee11 « s 
she has 99 fulfild of fortune al the cours" (1J40)t 
but 
his.change in themee VirgilDs queen laments that she has 
. so far as fortune has allov-red or directed hero Yet 9 
a suicide and has died before the ·time a.:ppointed by fate or 
Juno to cut 
Chaucer's Dido sees herself as captured 
Fortune; and by omitting Juno's command and 
' 
exonerates the queen and emphasizes the s~tor}r' s 
that Chaucer (probably deliberately) fails to 
personal and public sharne o H-'i s narraJti ve 
Aeneas' lamentation in the temple of 
This point of view would be in 
be 
In the Aeneid he is chastized for 
pursue his personal desirese 
personal shame of even a 
This theme favors Aeneas and so is not appropriate 
not develop it at alle Perha-os Chaucer ..... 
! i 
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excuse of "destine" because the notion 
is too classical and/or too Renaissa.~ce 
of the story is the central 
toneo Harold Co Goddard and Joh.ri Livingston Lo1·res 
of the two critical extremes, the first claimL~g 
humorous travesty OT the legend tradition 
established norms 
medieval literary milieuo In other words 9 Goddard 
of 
understanding of the meaning of "legend" 20 ); Loi.fes, 
hand, stresses Chaucertis. confo:rmity to the literary traditions 
compromise is undoubtedly the safest courseo Goddard. 0 s 
For example, he claims that Chaucer 
leaving the legend within the dream in 
castdoubt on the veracity of the individual legendst, 21 In 
on the special knowledge imparted by drearr.s, 
shouldn°t be pushed too faro Again 9 when Goddard claims 
writing about her oath to Antony, sudden·tly 1.~emembers all 
former lovers and so says, 11 I mene yo1-l, 1\.ntonius, ffi"·' 
.J 
he is certainly reading into the texte Lovres 11 on the 
theorizes in the opposite direction, especially 1trhen he 
and unabashedl \r 
,r,_! 
that bore us to extinction0 Even l-.rhen he does not 
I 
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he sometimes passively accepts conventions ~that lrould 
,1ri ter pause a O 23 One vronders how any vrri ter 
irhat he doesn 9 t like-~or hov-1 Lo1,1es discovered 
passive acceptanceo 
on 
its satireQ 
First, he observes 
· • that. 9 according'to Chaucer 0 s "delightful logic of canonization," the women 
only as victims and posses~ no real 1Jositive virtuee 24 
Chaucer is deliberately careful to develop Dido's 
excellent reputationo Goddard also 
taste ·or 'appropriateness (if the story rrere not satirically 
no sely wemen° passage (1254 ffo) 
' paragraph on Yarbas 0 suffering and disappointment; 
· the juxtaposition reflects negati ,rely on Dido and 
supposedly struck off in 
point, for the four lines 
on Yarbas are adequate transition to the 
.as in· love,·alday it happeth so~ 
_ oon shal lau.ghen at anothers woo 
· Now.·· laugheth Eneas, and is in joye And more richesse than evere he was in Troyeo 
. . (1250-1254) 
from Yarbas' misfortune to Aeneasi sudden turn of 
the un1-1i tting means for this 
The 
i . 
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laughing is especially unpleasant, reflecting as it 
for laughing0 These lines prepare for the apostrophe 
the problem is, of course~ the tone of the ~e~epd$ The 
Chaucer satirizes his subjects in the 
his unusually heavy use of occupatio in the 
·R® Wo Frank has a.rgued against these critics by 
n signs of weariness 0 are merely ove:r---1; te-ral 
figuree 26 This judgment would apply to such 
the 111Dido" although Frank does not enlarge on ·theme Chaucer 
occupatio· or a type of brevitasc:aformula in this 
he refuses to continue telling about Aeneas' sea 
he is concerned with the Carthage encounter instead (953-
refuses to repeat Venusi speech on Dido 0 s arrival in 
he 
lasten 
if that it be possiblen (1020 .... 1022); 
sixth, he 
·cupid's impersonation o:f Ascanius since 0'as of that 
seven th , l1e 
or Anne 0 s reply because they 
referring the read.er to the original, 
epistle(1366-1367)0 
intrusions are designed, in my opinion, to 
------------~-~ 
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He refuses to follow Virgil, al though he could, ostensi bl~/ 
length-=-yetg he does make a point of ref·usi11.go He explicitly 
enlarge the epitome or to give Didoes histOT"J, and in so doi11g 
after 9 Aeneas 0 noble acts which do not 
before she becomes 
By expressing·doubt in Virgil's claim that Aeneas 
Cupid impersonated Ascanius 9 Chaucer emphasizes the 
of the story at the expense of Virgil\ls divine machinery; 
explicit what he elselihere only implies by 
He refuses to enlarge on Annen s u somewhat ,~ri th-
in which Anna encourages Dido to accept Aeneas as 
may be entirely conventional, but even they have 
"feasting" occupatio27 and the refusal to 
The latter represents Chaucer 0 s effort to 
letter and shoi-r hj.s sympathy 1,ri th Ovid's 
he '0 coude0 follow Virgil word for word~ he does 
by means of these eight brevi tas-:formulas Cha~ucer marlcs 
omissions and points to his purposeo These clues are 
that Chaucer i~ras being 
His correction OT several details 
of Virgil's l:tnes 
last words i 1340) sho1-r his familiarity vri th the 
----------~~~ ~~ 
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and his ··acquaintance ivith Jerome's treatise against 
to his awareness of the accotmt28 fol]~o1-Ied by Boccaccio e 
Chaucer makes a reasoned cha11ge from tl1e 
the general outline of the romantic tradition over 
At many point*s his interpretation is uniq1:te even 
traditiono He places the emphasis on the human 
.· characters by removing all mitigating circumsta.11ces, 
which might excuse his heroineo For exam-plesi by 
the gods on the action 9 he places the 
chaxacters themsel ves-..... i11cluding the q u.een 1-rho 
:for Aeneas. 
unique contribution is his toneo It must be noted 
in many of the same ways as does Geoffrey tl1e 
Fame (Aeneas' 0 oath 9 °' no mention of Dido's vo\·fs 
others (Dido Os largesse) a Yet 9 his l·Ihi te-= 
-
in the "Dido e O In the House of Fame the banality o,~ his 
the folly of women trusting men in love conveys, 
. narratorc s part, by design on Chaucer the poe·t' s 
In the "Didou the apostrophe "0 sel~r 1,;en1en" 
intentionally pathetic in order to make tl1e pathos 
29 palatable e 
-
.. is, 
is no real duality bet,•reen Chaucer the noet arid_ 
s~trongly satirized 
sentimentality and 
.. .J,.1 1 . in t.11e ea:r_. ie1::-
sympathy rests vri th Dido, against Aen!2!2-.s~ 
I 
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displaced.in the Lef!,;end from Dido 9 s suffering 1:.er se 
of-her falling in love, accepting Aeneas, and losing 
of Fame Geoffrey airily dismisses these events 
Chaucer now is less concerned i·ri th the rest1l t tl1.an 
the Prologuee He defines the tragedy of ~the situation 
of reversals of fortune0 Yet the tone reveals 
·understand Aeneasui "destine,u the excuse for the 
This inability he reflects by· his purely 
Aeneas a \ii th the exception of Aenea .. s' 
later feelings 
the externals 
as i:f he has no insight into the hero 9 s motivations 
• I 
' 
'' 
' ' ii-'! 
I 
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